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LINDA’S 
IRREGULAR 

SUB2SCI 

Sub2Sci has been one our most 
loved columns in the festival editions 
each summer, and, we have missed 
out on quite a few “psys too”. In 
the meantime, Linda has promised 
to drop us some of her popping 
candy for the mind in the upcoming 
monthlies. But now she’s sharing 
one of her favorite authors–Aldous 
Huxley’s words. She says these 
sentences are the most (Linda-) 
relevant to the times we are living: 

a stop sign on the corner 
of the pandemic’s dead-end street 
“It’s dark because you are 
tryIng too hard. LIghtLy 

chILd, LIghtLy. Learn to do 
everythIng LIghtLy. yes, feeL 

LIghtLy even though you’re 
feeLIng deepLy. Just LIghtLy 

Let thIngs happen and LIghtLy 
cope wIth them. I was so 
preposterousLy serIous In 

those days…LIghtLy, LIghtLy—
It’s the best advIce ever 
gIven me. so throw away 

your baggage and go forward. 
there are quIcksands aLL 
about you, suckIng at your 

feet, tryIng to suck you down 
Into fear and seLf-pIty and 

despaIr. that’s why you must 
waLk so LIghtLy. LIghtLy, my 

darLIng.”

—Island, aldous Huxley
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Updates from Paradise: 
“...the fingerlings were 
so clean and healthy”, 
baby willows love the 
lakeside.        
p2

W.O.W Keeps Turning 
with the forgotten 
mystic culture of 
Hungarians     
p3-4
  

Realeyes on the Social 
Dilemma: “...many 
believe that with the 
right changes we can 
turn the outcome for 
the better.” Wake Up, 
Neo. Stop Hate for 
Profit!                          
p5

Astrobite: Set Your 
Mind, “and the rest 
will follow, be colour 
blind, don’t be so 
shallow”–good energy 
En Vogue  p7

What’s happening 
when it’s not 
happening? Back to 
Bodoo: “stars and 
galaxies falling on us 
with the softness of a 
pillow...”
p8

“The fungi became, or 
is for some mysTerious 

reason sTill To be 
discovered, a pipeline 

inTo a mind, an 
enTelechy, which we 

can only image as 
feminine and can only 
associaTe somehow To 
The environmenT, To 

The ecosysTem. This is 
The gaian mind. This is 

whaT The goddess really 
is. The goddess is a 

neTwork of connecTive 
inTelligence ThaT 

is operaTing on This 
planeT.”

–Terrence mckenna

mushroom season’s here–the time when the oZora team starts 
brainpicking in between festivals and one-days around the world, 
when the ‘new year’ begins for us, and we choose the motto for the 
upcoming edition... 

it’s a whole new adaptation this year. ‘who’s the director?!’ we’d 
demand, had we not real-eyes-d it’s our own production, a universe 
that has accelerated its expansion, which at times feels like inside 
a celestial washing machine on spin cycle... but once we tumble out, 
we’ll know so much more about the programs we kept mindlessly 
running, that we’ll see which choices make a new now more clearly.

last year’s theme, ‘turning point’ proved madly prophetic in a truly 
twisted scenario of 20-20, a tie between darkness and clarity, fear 
and love, separation and connectedness. from now on, may we all 
tread carefully around the powers of focused manifestion. 

may we remain connected, caring and protected... like mycorrhiZal 
fungi, collecting and communicating knowledge–of ancient wisdom 
and modern technology, spirit and science–through a network of 
connective intelligence... like shrooms, symbiotic and compatible 
with 90% of land plants, bonding through roots–music and art–and 
transferring nutrients–love and light–to transform ourselves into a 
regenerative entity, restored nature and social systems.

we can, i know, ‘cause a little spore whispered in my ear:

“All mAtter originAtes And exists only by virtue of A force. We 
must Assume behind this force the existence of A consious And 
intelligent mind. this mind is the mAtrix of All mAtter.” (mAx PlAnck, 
nobel Prize Physics 1918) let’s use ours to mAke it mAtter, And become 
the force thAt brings better.      
            by novishari
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“AmAnitA muscAriA homozoriAns”

THE NEW NOW of THIS NEW YEAR
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instAnt portAl 
to the vAlley:

updAtes from 
pArAdise

As the August Prophet 
reported, there’s a 
dadpusztaofficial 
Instaccount where the 
Zimanyi family, who 
live on the festival 
grounds all year round, 
have started sharing 
photos of the Ozorian 
Valley, as well as news 
about what’s happening 
while we await our next 
reunion... Because while 
our magical playground 
seems empty, the 
Zimányi’s and the OZ 
crew are using the extra 
time to get on with some 
of the plans that get put 
aside by the priorities 
and surprise challenges
of each active season. 
The last time we found 
out more about an old 
granary that is already 
being transformed into 
a new art space, this 
time we wanted to find 
out 

more about 
the Lake and 
the willow 
babies that 
recently found 
their forever 
home on the 
lakeside...

You can see the DaD Lake’s ecoLogicaL 
DeveLopment everY DaY. nature has 

been feeDing the Lake with a continuous 
fLow through a grounDwater basin since 
it was artificiaLLY formeD in 2017. the 
size of the Lake is 2 hectares, which we 
popuLateD with 4 quintaLs (1q = 100kg) of 
fish in 2018, thus heLping the ecosYstem. 

bY this Year the fish popuLation haD 
grown so Large that this spring 

660kg of juveniLe fish were caught, 
because the Lake wouLD have haD 
DifficuLtY haD theY fuLLY grown. the 
fingerLings were so cLean anD heaLthY 
that theY were transporteD for fish 
propagation. Due to the fast growth of 
the fish popuLation, the next fishing wiLL 
be Due in autumn. 

the LakesiDe area has neeDeD shaDe 
protection since the beginning. 

everY step must be carefuLLY thought 
through, though, since the earth waLL 
next to the service roaD (the inner siDe 
of the Lake) is verY steep, it’s imporssibLe 
to take awaY from it as it hoLDs a huge 
crop fieLD above. so, the north siDe 
is best for pLanting trees, anD this is 
where the entrance to the beach is 
During festivaLs too. 

we brought 10 weeping wiLLow 
sapLings from a hungarian tree 

nurserY. the workers  DiD such a 
professionaL job of Digging them a beD, 
watering anD pLanting the trees, that 
save a few YeLLow Leaves, aLL of them 
surviveD the transpLant quickLY anD 
weLL.  theY have aLreaDY grown since 
being pLanteD, theY Love their chosen 
spot. next Year we can enjoY their shaDe 
together!

there is aLwaYs some tree pLanting 
going on in DáDpuszta, anD we pLan 

to keep it up arounD the Lake too! 
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https://www.instagram.com/dadpusztaofficial/
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“In my so-called civil life (my work), I am the regional director of a 
multinational company responsible for more than 14 countries on 3 continents. 
In my spiritual life, my journey goes back to 2005 when I visited the Ozora 
festival for the first time (and ever since, every year). Five years ago, I started 
to practice Yoga led by Gauranga Das and other beautiful instructors (Angi, 
Eszter, Andi). Later on, I started to explore the ancient Hungarian Táltos 
tradition—my teacher on this path is Oguz. 
One of the main findings for me during these soul journeys is the importance  
of keeping in balance in every aspect of life, be it the physical world or any 
other world beyond that, as well as staying in balance with my soul and heart. 
I also met Dr. Sally and Professor Béla at the Ozora festival during their first 
Wheel of Wisdom presentation (2010) and this has helped to further open my 
consciousness; so now every year I am an advanced initiate in their program. 
It was they who inspired me to write an essay about the Táltos tradition as 
it has plenty of similarity with Wheel of Wisdom program. I live in Budapest 
with my loving wife and beautiful 4 children.”

The forgoTTen mysTic 
culTure of hungarians                
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hello
fellow ozoriAns,
   
we’re sure you missed the 2020 oZora festival as much 
as we did.  however, 
we found a way to keep our wow program going, 
especially for our initiates.  in 2019, professor béla 
had three advanced initiates (anthony hesZberger, 
victoria anita kita, and robert olah) volunteer 
to do their own research and present their material 
before the rest of the advanced initiates for 2020. 
we are interested in inspiring all of our wow 
program participants, especially through our advanced 
program, to create a self-sustaining, participatory 
learning community. professor béla had been working 
with this idea over the past several years, and 2020 
was when it was to come to fuller fruition. 

frustrated when it had become clear there was going 
to be no 2020 program at oZora festival, we began 
to think of ways something could happen online.  with 
the help of one of the presenting initiates, (robert 
olah) we decided to try a Zoom program, to be aired 
only for initiates. all three volunteers participated 
in orienting their presentations to an online audience 
and we worked with them to create presentations that 
were clear, valid, interesting, and gave something 
of value to those watching. we wound up having 
three very different yet related topics and styles 
of presenting. one was a combination of research 
and direct experience, with references (Anthony 
heszberger: “the Forgotten Mystic culture oF 
hungAriAns;” one wAs primarily a description of a 
series of unusual psychic direct experiences (victoria 
anita kita, “visual visitations;”) and the last was a 
well-researched powerpoint presentation, with graphs, 
illustrations, references, and photos, in addition to 
content (robert olah, “the psychopathology of the 
human-nature relationship”). 

for three consecutive days in august, they gave their 
presentations to their fellow initiates. after each 
presentation, there was an opportunity for questions 
from the audience and answers from the presenters; 
though we scheduled only an hour each day to present, 
we saw the interactions could have gone on much 
longer. we feel it was an excellent start to a new 
learning format that might become a tradition, though 
it’s too soon to tell.

we thought their presentations were so well done, 
that we Asked our three intrepid initiAtes to do 
more work And eAch write An essAy to be submitted 
to the online ozoriAn prophet for publicAtion. 
look for their essAys coming soon. the results of 
their hard work will soon be reaching a much larger 
audience of oZorians, perhaps influencing you to also 
want to become an initiate, and create a presentation 
of your own. we do anticipate our oZora festival and 
wow will resume when the madness and fear covid-19 
has created has calmed down and sanity has returned. 
 
bless you All,
Dr saLLY & professor béLa torkos

Every element of mankind’s mystic history is 
deeply embedded in Nature. In order to maintain 
this link, the indigenous people had mystic/holy 
men who were believed to be able to connect 
with Nature on a deeper level. They had several 
names: Shaman, Druids, Wizard, Medicine man, 
Healer, Kahuna, Garabonciás, or Táltos. Are they 
the same or perhaps different? 

Well, it is very difficult to put an exact description 
to these various names as some of them are lost 
in the storm of time and we know very little of 
them. Though in several nations even nowadays, 
we find Shamans and they still practice based 
on their tradition following the paths of the 
ancestors. 

The Contemporary definition of Shaman  is a 
person, who is believed to interact with a spirit 
world through altered states of consciousness 
such as trance. His/her goal of this is usually 
to direct the spirits or spiritual energies into 
the physical world, for healing or some other 
purpose. Most of the tribes of old times had such 
persons. We Hungarians had our own version of 
this spirit person and we call it “Táltos”.

Who were Shamans exactly, what did they do, 
how did they act or practice? Can we still connect 
to them through the mist of time? 

I have to start with saying that this is an 
extremely difficult task to do as in Hungary for 
several hundred (close to a thousand) years the 
Táltos were basically banned and practicing it 
was punished. We do know for sure that when 
the Hungarian tribes arrived to the land where 
we find today Hungary, they believed in the 
Shamanic way of life. The “Táltos” fulfilled the 
role of a healer, seer, he talked to the spirits, 
was the channel between the dead and living, 
and tried to find balance between this world and 
spiritual beings. Their practices united the sort 
of a priest, healer, medicine man, teacher, ritual 
leader, future teller.

Along with the decision to stay on this land, 
the early Hungarian kings became baptized, 
because they thought that would be the way 
they could settle their people in these lands and 
stay among all other nations of Western Europe 
who were already Christian at that time. The 
pressure became quite intense, forcing us to give 
up our ancient traditions and comply with the 
surrounding countries. leave behind the ancient 
ways.

  
By Anthony Heszberger

Anthony 
Heszberger 

during Táltos 
ritual.
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Christianity was not compatible with the Táltos 
way of believing and living, so we had to leave 
behind the ancient ways.
  
The Táltos belief could probably be traced back 

several thousands of years, and it did not disappear 
from one day to another.  The tradition lived for a 
long time after turning to Christian, but bit by bit 
it started to phase out. Early Hungarians tried to 
resist the new Christian belief, but in a matter of a 
few hundred years the Táltos people had to begin 
hiding and they were not visible to the crowd. 
They practiced at first still openly, but then only 
within their own closed environment, and finally 
there came a point when there was nobody left to 
pass on their knowledge and wisdom to.

 A good example of their resistance can be found 
in the transformation of the drum which was an 
important tool of the Táltos. The beating of the 
drum allows the Táltos to achieve an altered state 
of consciousness or to travel on a journey between 
the physical and spiritual worlds. Much fascination 
surrounds the role that the acoustics of the drum 
play to the shaman. This practice was very much 
alien to the Christian ideology so, as part of the 
new era, the usage of drums was penalized. 
Consequently, people transformed their drums into 
sieves and that way the authorities did not notice 
their existence, but they still served the original 
purpose to some extent. 

The folk tradition preserved quite a lot of elements 
from the ancient mythology but transformed them 
to fit the new Christian belief so they would not be 
hunted (and also the Communist regime did not do 
any good to the preserved pieces.)  For example, 
several Christian feasts are celebrated on the 
days when the old traditional feasts took place. 
(Equinox, solstice etc.)

Táltos thinking could not be erased completely 
from the collective memory because people talked 
about it, remembered it, and practiced it secretly. 
One of the difficulties to reconstruct its existence is 
that there are no real written detailed descriptions 
from these times. We Hungarian had an ancient 
writing called “runic writing” but only very-very 
few marks remained. Perhaps they were carved in 
wood and that is not exactly long lasting and also 
as the Latin writing took over in Hungary the old 
writing was forgotten and overwritten and almost 
erased from the memories. Only the folk songs, 
and tales preserved the deep meaning of the Táltos 
beliefs. Even some of their meaning has been often 
lost and now we have only a faint memory of what 
it could have been. For example, the line from 
several ancient songs “hej regő rejtem” reflects 
back to these times but we don’t know exactly 
what they mean. Some people say that you are not 
supposed to know it only if you are in “that” state 
of mind and then it becomes clear.

We also have come upon a few people who call 
themselves a “knowledge guardian” type of Táltos, 
and who tell us that they are the descendants of 
original Táltos. Of course, this is almost impossible 
to know, but they are among those who are trying 
to keep what is left of the old ways through the 
clouds of time.

(...)

The ForgoTTen MysTic culTure oF hungarians conT from pg3...

part 2 continues in the october prophet

photo by julian graham

“i believe we are a species with amnesia, i think 
we have forgotten our roots and our origins. i 
think we are quite lost in many ways. and we 
live in a society that invests huge amounts of 
money and vast quantities of energy in ensuring 
that we all stay lost. a society that invests in 
creating unconsciousness, which invests in keep-
ing people asleep so that we are just passive 
consumers or products and not really asking 
any of the questions.”

Graham Hancock

“SO, DO YOU HAVE AN OPTIMISTIC VIEW OF THE FUTURE?” 
ASKED THE PROPHET.

“in mAny AreAs, We Are seeing A huge Amount 
of Progress–the World is totAlly connected 
by trAde netWorks And sociAl netWorks 
noW. PeoPle Are living longer And heAlthier 
lives. i think there is the PotentiAl for A 
metAmorPhosis  of our civilizAtion to creAte 
A sociAl system thAt gives everyone sufficient 
suPPort to live And thrive. this Won’t be 
cAPitAlism, sociAlism, or AnArchism but A neW 
hybrid bAsed on PArticiPAtory democrAcy And 
locAl Autonomy. i don’t knoW Whether We Will 
reAlize this PotentiAl, due to our ideologicAl 
blind sPots. i hoPe thAt We cAn. i Also see the 
globAl revivAl of shAmAnism As A PArt of A 
Process, leAding to A globAl AWAkening of 
consciousness. i suPPose, yes, i Am oPtimistic!”

– daniel pinchbeck, 

author of ‘Breaking Open the Head’, ‘2012: The Return of Quetzalcoatl’, and 
‘How Soon is Now?’ His lecture at the Ozorian Chambok House was 
titled: metamorphosis: a new operating system for human society
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Sometimes I find myself avoiding 
dealing with real life and just scrolling 
through an infinite feed that seems to 
fit hauntingly to my interests. Other 
times I feel addicted to the screen and 
the immense tsunami of information. 
I salute the creators of ‘The Social 
Dilemma’ because the time has come 
to start an honest conversation about 
social media and its effects on our 
psyche. 

This documentary by 
Jeff Orlowski is a much 
needed explanation 
of social networking 
platforms becoming 
inseparable parts of our lives, told by 
insider tech experts who have taken 
active part in their development. “I 
think we were naiv about the flip 
side of that coin” - said Tim Kendall, 
former executive of Facebook and 
former president of Pinterest, one 
of those who realized that while 
these platforms connect people in an 
unprecedented way, they have become 
unstoppable money machines. Tristan 
Harris, after leaving his position at 
Google took it upon himself to raise 
attention to the issues within the tech 
industry and founded the Centre for 
Humane Technology, earning himself 
the name “Silicon Valley’s conscience”.

So what is the problem? - a question 
asked that is very difficult to answer. 
We see trends in many societies of 
raising anxiety and depression, 
isolation, political polarization, 
violence and the incredible spread of 
fake news and conspiracy theories. 
Some believe that the cause is rooted 
in the ‘attention attraction model’ 
behind the undeniable success of 
social media. 

Persuasive technology uses precise 
design techniques to modify people’s 
behaviour, programming our minds 
to spend more and more time using 
their products while providing them 
personal information that helps 
to create our data-driven avatars 
they can sell to advertisers. Growth 
hacking applies human psychology in 
order to achieve more engagement - 
ways that were adopted by most social 
media companies. Connection and 
recognition is what humans long for 
and that makes us vulnerable to these 
techniques. With the progression of 
machine learning, algorithms grew 
so complicated that we now call 
them artificial intelligence. They 
are optimized to some definition of 
success, mainly commercial interest 

(profit) and in the process of achieving 
that goal, machine learning is 
overpowering human nature. The 
algorithms are trying to take us down 
rabbit holes as deep as we are willing 
to go. It might make people believe 
that the Earth is flat or it makes us 
believe something else that is false. 
A study shows that false information 
spreads six times faster than real 
news on social media, feeding young 

minds with fear and 
anger. Our interactions 
with digital content 
influence what we 
see later and can 
easily create a bubble 
around us taking away 

our chance of viewing the world 
objectively.

Even though the whistleblower 
experts paint a pretty dark picture 
of data mining and manipulative 
technology, many believe that with 
the right changes we can turn the 
outcome for the better. It may be an 
effect of their honesty that this week 
celebrities started to boycott some 
platforms in support of the

 #StopHateforProfit 

campaign and the industry has 
responded. Let’s see what the 
algorithms will react to that.

by pony

Wake up, Neo ...

‘THE SOCIAL DILEMMA’ 
DOCUMENTARY BY JEFF ORLOWSKI

tech experts sounding the AlArm on their 
own creAtions:

 "An eye-opening look into the wAy sociAl 
mediA is designed to creAte Addiction And 

mAnipulAte our behAvior” 
– Mark Kennedy (ABC News)  
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“ a f t e r  4  m o n t h s  i n  l o c k d o w n , 
l e t  m e  s h a r e  s o m e  m e m o r i e s  w i t h  y o u . . . ”

raja ram-iniscences
SO I TRAVELLED BY TRAIN UP TO LONDON, AND THEN TOOK OVER MY UNCLE’S FLAT IN SOHO 

IN CENTRAL WEST END LONDON, AS HE WAS IN NYC AT THIS TIME, AND THE FLAT WAS IN 
WAKEFIELD ST.W1, ABOVE AN INDIAN TAKEAWAY, A CHARMING LITTLE PLACE, AND THERE, WE 

CONTINUED OUR RESEARCH... 

Luckily, I was given a name 
of a man who worked at a 

leading laboratory, a Dr Roberts, 
and I struck up a relationship 
with him, as a fellow researcher... 
and I discussed my experiences 
with him about LSD, and other 
substances,  and how I was writing 
a book on the subject, and was 
very interested in obtaining pure 
Mescaline Sulphate. and I asked 
him whether it would be possible  to 
get an authorisation from the Home 
Office to obtain 100% pure grade 
Pharma Mescaline, their company 
being the sole manufacturer... and 
a miracle occured when he said he 
could help get my license. could he 
really do it?

The deal was on. after a lot of 
forms and calls, a permit was 

granted, and 5 days later, after 
payment, a courier arrived on 
a motorbike late in the evening, 
and dropped off a black vacuum-
sealed tube with 100 Grams of pure 
Mescaline in it... so well-wrapped, 
and completely legal.and above 
board. I had the papers and we had 
the stash.and of course we continued 
our research, and sharing with our 
friends in London... in the course 
of science... of course.

Suddenly I had the money to go 
to New York, by sea /no flying/, 

so I set sail for America on the old 
tub “Queen Elizabeth” and it took 
five days until I saw that statue 
of Liberty... It was 1961... and New 
York... was Amazing...especially my 
first night alone in the city... 

But that’s another story...

New York City 1961. wow! the city 
that never ever sleeps, because 

it’s on Speed, and everyone rushing 
late for something. the competitive 
vibe was incredible, so fast, slick, 
and I felt like a leaf in a hurricane, 
but quickly got a cold water flat n 
the lower East Village in Manhattan 
(no toilet, bath in the kitchen, typical 
for $50 bucks a month). my best 
friend –who later played the bass 
in our band Quintessence– moved 
in with me, and promptly, I painted 
my small bedroom all black, walls 
and ceiling. the furniture was an 
upturned orange crate, but we 
had our grass, and apple cider in 
the fridge, and we lived there for 
practically nothing.

One night a friend had given us 
a bunch of fresh Peyote buds 

from New Mexico, and Sambhu 
and I finally worked out a way to 
consume them, for in this raw state 
the taste is major puke. so, we went 
to a Vet Chemist and got a handful of 
empty plastic Horse suppositories, 
which we filled with the crushed 
Peyote powder, and put them all in 
the oven for an hour. all good. they 
cooled off... but what to do in New 
York on a Tuesday night? the best 
thing to do was swallow them with 
a glass of chilled apple cider, which 
we did, and then waited... suddenly 
we both realised it was Tuesday, 
and the local Jazz club was only 
five or so minutes away walking 
distance, and as the horse capsules 
melted in our empty tummies.

Sambhu and I ventured out into 
the cold night air and made our 

way to the Jazz club. The admission 
on that night was ONE DOLLAR 
each, the name was “THE JAZZ 
GALLERY”, and so we went in and 
sat down, right next to the stage... 
you could touch the musicians if 
you stretched out that close... and 
who was playing that night, but 
John Coltrane, and Eric Dolphy, and 
at that time Trane was considered 
along with Miles Davis to be the 
greatest living jazz sax player... he 
was out of this world... a giant...

And so they started to play a 
three-hour-set... and the drug 

came on really strong, as we sat 
there, enchanted and bopping our 
feet to the insane technical level the 
musicians achieved... and as I looked 
into the bell of John Coltrane’s Sax, 
which was only some feet away, 
slowly the notes started coming out 
as little coloured flowers, spinning 
out of the horn, onto the floor, and 
filling up the entire room with 
these notes and flowers... when 
he played a blue note, the flowers 
turned blue... all the colours of the 
spectrum colliding and laying a 
beautiful tapestry...Sambhu saw it, 
we felt IT... the sound became 
colour and the colour became 
sound...this was the music by the 
God for the Gods... it was a serious 
moment... afterwards dazed and 
delightfully shocked, we stumbled 
back to our pad, and had a chilled 
apple cider...and call’d it a night.

RAJA RAM’s timetravels TO BE CONT...
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2 big events happeneD in september: mars turneD retrograDe 
on the 9th anD jupiter turneD Direct on the 12th. anD 

one more is to come this month: saturn turns Direct on the 
29th. astroLogicaLLY these are the main effects infLuencing 
everYboDY anD everYthing on our pLanet in september. after 
we aLLoweD our “inner chiLD” to come out anD pLaY in august, 
or probabLY earLier, we got isoLation anD sLowDowns, 
insecuritY again.

mars onLY goes through a retrograDe perioD once everY 
two Years. mars is at home in aries, he is fuLL power 

here, aLthough the retrograDe phase is more about a reDo 
anD restrain. take this as an opportunitY to recuperate anD 
refocus Your energY anD spenD it on what matters most. anD 
what is that? the power of our minDset. we keep going anD 
Doing what we can at the moment, anD it is reaLLY important, 
that we spreaD positive energY. this sounDs Like a cLiché 
anD an overuseD phrase maYbe, but in these uncertain times, 
when we Don’t reaLLY know what we are DeaLing with anD 
we totaLLY DepenD on Decisions that restrict anD Limit our 
everYDaY Life, this is the most important thing for projecting 
a better, more stabLe future. Let’s take the time to re-
energize ourseLves anD start getting reaDY for action once 
mars turns Direct again on the 13th of november. 

we are aLL frustrateD, because we can’t reaLLY count on 
anYthing regarDing isoLation, moneY fLow or how the 

worLD wiLL go arounD at aLL. the onLY thing we have anY 
infLuence on, actuaLLY, is our minD anD waY of thinking. anD 
this is how we can project the future. we can choose what 
kinD anD how much news we Let into our Lives, just Like we 
can choose what we are thinking or feeLing. or we can even 
choose not to choose anYthing, just Do our things anD Let 
the happenings fLow through. we onLY neeD to be aware of 
the shaDY effect of mars retrograDe: recognize when we 
start instigating probLems or arguments rather than DeaLing 
with issues DirectLY.

jupiter turneD Direct on the 12th september. the pLanet 
of Luck, expansion anD “big-thinking”, heaLth anD weaLth. 

this transit is aLreaDY showing that there is a soLution anD 
heaLing in the matrix, aLreaDY prepareD. we wiLL feeL more 
anD more in the upcoming phase a kinD of reLief, that we can 
be more LighthearteD anD exist 
with ease. 

the new moons aLwaYs show 
us the energies of the next 

4 week. with the new moon on 
the 17th in the sign of virgo, 
we got a kick for organizing, 
eDiting anD introspection. sun 
was in the zoDiac of virgo Last 
month, so harvesting was/is a 
keYworD too.  first of aLL, we 
shouLD harvest what we LearneD 
in the past 6 months: to sLow 
Down, revaLue, finD securitY in 
ourseLves, finD our inner core. 
to be present, not to fear, take 
a better care of our heaLth. 
these things shouLD be buiLt 
into our programs, into our base 
of thinking. we are verY much 
taken care of anD now supporteD 
bY the universe to transform anD 
make a new version of ourseLves 
anD the worLD too. we are aLL 
part of the sYstem anD orDer, 
so we aLL neeD to take charge, 

anD reaLize how much we can infLuence the future. heLping 
others to staY positive anD heaLthY in the minD can heLp now, 
as weLL as the power of praYing together. 

even if we haD DifficuLties, because things (or reLationships) 
were taken awaY anD everYthing changeD compLeteLY, 

these events anD effects brought something new into our 
Lives. because we neeDeD to react. this Difference in reaction 
is aLreaDY making a new path, anD it wiLL not stop. the Last 
phase of the Year is quiet Determining anD meaningfuL. 

toDaY is the DaY when night anD DaY are again of equaL 
Length anD in perfect equiLibrium. Darkness anD 

Lightness, mascuLine anD feminine, inner anD outer, are in 
baLance now. we can baLance our attituDe too. this DaY in 
the pagan cuLture: mabon is not onLY about harvesting, but 
thanksgiving as weLL. mabon is a ceLebration anD aLso a time 
of rest after the Labour of harvest. with mars retrograDe 
we are on hoLD anYwaY, so the time is perfect for turning 
insiDe. from this moment of the Year, Darkness begins to 
Defeat the Light. 

saturn turns Direct on the 29th, aLso a strong motivation 
to take care of our responsibiLities anD to bring our goaLs 

Down to earth. 

apriL 4, june 30 anD november 12. the Dates of jupiter 
conjunct pLuto this Year. the Last time this transit 

happeneD in capricorn was in 1771. when pLuto is in contact 
with a pLanet, it seeks to transform anD transmute anY 
associateD matters. jupiter tenDs to magnifY anY pLanet he 
is in contact with. so, together, these two are caLLing out 
anYthing that neeDs to be aDjusteD, correcteD, or remeDieD. 
we neeD to set our minD in the Direction, that we Do have 
hope in our abiLitY to work together anD to rebuiLD our 
societY! this transit wants to heLp us Do just that. saturn 
Direct wiLL bring cLearness regarDing to our Long-term goaLs 
anD pLans. 

circuLate gooD energY with Your positive 
attituDe anD Let the gooD feeLings fLow. this 
is the kinD of heaLing that we neeD now!

ASTROBITE seT your mind: “how To”
By Nedda Magic Advisor

photo by julian graham
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until our ozoriAn reunion, is there 
Anything thAt you now hAve extrA 
tiMe to MAke hAppen For the 2021 
AMbyss? Any ForeseeAble chAnges 
progrAM-wise?
 
As far as I know, all programs 
remain the same as planned for 
2020. Since 100% of the Ambyss 
content was planned and confirmed 
in February, all the lineups jump one 
year ahead. If anyone from among 
the artists decide they cannot come 
next year, there might be changes, 
strictly relevant to the new times. 
Hopefully it will be a greener stage, 
with wild nature all around.
 
how did you spend the pArt oF suMMer 
when you would be otherwise busy At 
ozorA?
 
With more time for family and 
friends. And more relaxing, since 
I’m also responsible for some sign-
making before the festival, 4 weeks 
of July is always a tough work 
season, 7 days a week, 12 hours a day. 
It’s weird not to be doing what I love, 
and doing something less useful, but 
I keep doing my best to stay healthy 
and growing and positive towards 
the world around me, and live the 
moments fully, in the given moment 
and present time. 

you yourselF Are An Artist, 
perForMer, whAt were soMe oF the 
highlights oF this suMMer seAson?
 
There were a few very unusual 
gigs so far, one on a high mountain 
near the Danube, 850 meters, a 
daytime small party for my YKRA 
bag friends, and the same day, a 
small underground house party by 
the river, at Nomad Bar with two old 
school friends. It’s all about small 
gatherings now in nature, nothing 
fancy or loud, and very very few. 
Not so many highlights but the 
remaining bonfires of the scene… 

I really missed a party by the sea 
tho’...

personAlly, whAt Are soMe oF the 
reAlizAtions or rewArds oF this 
chAllenging period we’re All going 
through, the eFFects oF which we Are 
still AdApting to?
 
Realizing the possibility of living in 
a quieter way, but also realizing the 
unstoppable human nature of doing 
things and going places. Useful 
or useless, we are a busy species, 
nothing can really stop us from 
self-destruction. I have no illusions 
about the overall outcome of this 
era. The key moment for us, nature 
lovers, authority questioners, half-
self-sufficient, community people, 
freaks and freethinkers, is to really 
create those spaces and lands that 
can hold us and let us live outside 
of this collapsing - or to be gentle - 
transforming times, or if not able to 
grab us out from time, at least from 
this abusive economic system that 
is killing the planet. Many poisons 
from the human mind are hard to 
hold back in such a huge quantity, 
like greed and hate, but there is a 
side of life that wants to be alive and 
thrive with an intelligent approach. 
We are on that side I reckon. 
 

whAt do you think is soMething thAt 
we cAn only experience At ozorA 
together? whAt Are soMe oF your 
Most speciAl MeMories?
 
So many special memories! All 
around the Magic Garden, meeting 
those incredible musicians in the 
Dragon Nest, hillside adventures, 
The School, where all the artists 
come and eat with us, evening 
bonfires, adrenaline rush on stage 
in The Dome, all those smiling faces, 
beautiful human spirits, drizzled joy 
of hearing music around the stages, 
friends known and unknown, 
summer sun and freedom. 

Connection with 
the Universe under 
the clear summer 
night sky, stars and 
galaxies falling on 
us with the softness 
of a pillow… 

laughter and the taste of a good 
meal, the toughness of teamwork 
and the effort of creating this week, 
infinite possibilities of information 
and knowledge, the power of NOW, 
there, during that 168hours… all are 
missed this year, but will be again 
with us. 

P.S. An album that holds 
this feeling right now: 

Aurorasmushroomtenderness 
by Carlos Niño & Friends

MUCH LOVE, OZORIANS!

contact us at: message@ozorianprophet.eu

“According to dArwin’s origin 
of species, it is not the most 

intellectuAl of the species 
thAt survives; it is not the 

strongest thAt survives; but 
the species thAt survives is the 
one thAt is Able best to AdApt 

And Adjust to the chAnging 
environment in which it finds 

itself.”

– LEON C. MEGGINSON, ManageMent 
and Marketing Professor, not Charles 

darwin:)

Body Paint LiLy 
aka LiLiana HoPman,  
3rd worLd BLackLigHt 
Body Paint cHamPion, 

re*magining Bodoo for 
His sHow at tHe dome

https://carlosnino.bandcamp.com/album/aurorasmushroomtenderness
https://carlosnino.bandcamp.com/album/aurorasmushroomtenderness

